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Sixteen of Louisville’s finest tastemakers and trendsetters reveal their predictions for what we’ll all be wearing,
doing, eating, thinking and drinking in the year ahead.

MUSICMUSIC

by Patrick Hallahan, My Morning Jacket band member: 

"The album I'm most looking forward to in 2016 is Ray Lamontagne's. I've always loved Ray's approach to
songwriting, but this next album is on a whole new level. Less emphasis on standout songs, more emphasis on
a complete standout work.

"The tour I'm looking forward to seeing is Bruce Springsteen. In the last few years, I've become obsessed with him and cannot wait to bear witness to the
glory of his live performances."

FOODFOOD

by Rachel Goldenberg, account executive at Estes Public Relations, a local firm specializing in fine food: 

“2016 will be the year of Butchertown. More and more locals and tourists alike will flock to the historically-significant neighborhood for what’s new and
next in Louisville. Butchertown is becoming a place for innovators, artists and entrepreneurs. It’s soulful, welcoming and exciting.

"Kick off 2016 at Butchertown Grocery with the crave-worthy late night winter menu (beignets, chicken biscuits and poutine – oh my!). And let’s not forget
all the cool new foodie things happening just up the street on the waterfront – finally great river view dining at Doc’s Cantina and JQ Public House.”
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by Kelsey Thompson, events and community outreach coordinator at Carmichael's Bookstore:

"The book everyone is already waiting for in 2016 is the much-
anticipated 'Game of Thrones: Winds of Winter,' the seventh
installment of George R. R. Martin's internationally-renowned series,
'A Song of Ice and Fire.' Martin has said he hopes to publish 'Winds of
Winter' before the sixth season of the HBO series premieres in April.

"With a Kentucky focus, 'Stories I Tell Myself: Growing Up with Hunter
S. Thompson' by Juan F. Thompson. The son of Louisville's own
Gonzo, Juan Thompson, has pieced together memories of the
internationally-renowned beatnik writer, Hunter S. Thompson. He tells
the dark stories of growing apart and the stories of how they came
back together before it was too late. This intimate look at the writer we
all know and love is anticipated as being a window into a part of his life

that, until now, we've known little about.”

ROMANCEROMANCE

by Joy Yascone, matchmaker and dating expert:

“My prediction for 2016 is that Louisvillians will start to focus travel nearer to home with weekend or day trips to
romantic and charming close-by small towns offering vineyards such as Lover’s Leap, Equus Run or Talon
Winery & Vineyards. Art galleries in Berea, Ky., known as the artist capital of Kentucky, will be another hot hot-
spot for love, or Holly Hill restaurant in Midway, Ky.

"These short romantic day or weekend trips can be just as refreshing as a trip to Spain but easier on the miles
and wallet. I feel that the date night will now be the date day trip in 2016.”

MEN’S STYLEMEN’S STYLE

by Andre Wilson, stylist:

“On the runways and in many designer collections, I’m starting to see
strong '90s influences in clothing. Adding fashionable sport coats to
your existing wardrobe is on trend for 2016 and if it wasn’t, I would
suggest it anyway.

"If you wear jeans, dress pants or shorts, a sport coat always adds the
right amount of style to your look. We thought wearable technology
from Apple Watches to heated vests were big in 2015, but this is just
the beginning of seeing this trend in stores.

"It will explode in 2016.”
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WINE AND COCKTAILSWINE AND COCKTAILS

by Evie Clare, manager of Gemelli Wine & Spirit in St. Matthews:

“In the world of cocktails, we will see more food and cocktail pairings. Bartenders will collaborate with chefs to
create drinks specifically designed for certain foods. Barrel-aged gin will gain popularity as a key ingredient while
bourbon – the golden child of the liquor business – will continue to rise and dominate in Kentucky.

"Wine-lovers will seek out wines from non-traditional regions, think China and the Middle East, and pursue more
esoteric varietals, i.e. Dornfelder, Ribolla Gialla, Counoise and Pinot Meunier. Prosecco and Prosecco
cocktails will keep soaring.”

MOVIESMOVIES

by Soozie Eastman, filmmaker and executive director of Louisville Film Society:

“2016 will put us on the map as one of a handful of cities in the U.S.
with a world-class art museum that has its own dedicated film curator,
the illustrious Dean Otto.

"From experimental to foreign and documentary to art house films,
Speed Cinema will be showcasing the world’s best cinematic
programming right here in Louisville. The new 142-seat theater is able
to project 16-mm and 35-mm prints as well as 4k digital DCP delivering
a communal cinematic experience unlike anything offered in the entire
city. The public grand opening is a 29-hour, round-the-clock event
March 12-13, 2016 that will feature Mark Cousin's 'The Story of Film,' a
15-hour crash course on the history of film, and hands-on filmmaking
art activities.

"This year, the unparalleled reputation Louisville has for food and bourbon is going to be adding world-class Speed Cinema to that list. An absolute
cultural trifecta!”

WOMEN’S STYLEWOMEN’S STYLE

by Julie Smith, television host and model:

“It’s going to be all about netting and fringe in 2016. It was all over fashion weeks around the globe for next
season. I like netting, but of course, the wearing of it has to be strategic.

"For those more daring, go for more net and less underlay. For the fashion forward but a bit more conservative,
you can still enjoy the look with more coverage underneath. Fringe is always fun – has it really ever been not on
trend? Again, personal preferences apply here. I like it but don’t go for overkill. I like a little on a boot or handbag,
but those full wingspans of long fringe on the back of a jacket that shake and move constantly would drive me
berserk ... but it looks great on someone who's loving and owning it, and if that’s you – next year is the year to go
for it!”

DECORATIONDECORATION

by Stephanie Lindsay, floral and visual designer, owner of Green Lady:

"Layered creams and neutrals, albeit textured and with the occasional deep accent, have ruled bridal imaginations as the palette de rigueur for a solid
decade.
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"I am thrilled to see that bold color accents and unusual color combinations are finally sneaking their way from
what is a genuine movement in art and fashion into the much more conservative world of weddings. Young pop
experimentalist Grimes shows great flair with color, and the spring 2016 fashion runway is alive with color, which
will filter through to event design. Strong color can be just as romantic as it can be modern!"

FITNESSFITNESS

by Julia Mackenzie-Rollinson, health fitness specialist
and certified personal trainer at University of Louisville:

“Media and technology devices – i.e. FitBit – are big and are expected
to be the No. 1 fitness demand for 2016.

"All-in-one fitness classes will be popular, mixing cardio and strength
training like HIIT (high-intensity interval training) and functional fitness
methods of training.

"Along these lines, Yoga and Pilates will continue to be popular, but
Piyo – a mix of both – which is more athletic in nature, will gain
popularity. As for clothing, expect the bright colors to stick around!”

BEERBEER

by Vince Cain, co-owner of Great Flood Brewing Company:

“2016 will be a big year for the Louisville craft beer community. We've seen in 2015 that Louisville has
established itself as a city that appreciates great craft beer and the entire country is taking notice. This is
evidenced by the many new breweries that either opened (Akasha, 3rd Turn, Monnik, Goodwood) or entered the
Louisville market (Ballast Point, DuClaw, Carson's, Central State) this year.

"The trend of growth is certain to continue and we can expect five to 10 more local microbreweries to begin
construction or open their doors in 2016. We should also expect several of our small local breweries to make
strides to increase brewing capacity and take a larger foothold in the market. Louisville has become a legitimate
craft beer destination and beer tourism should continue to gain popularity here next year. Style-wise, I would
expect the IPA to remain king of craft, but sour beer is rapidly gaining popularity.”

BOURBONBOURBON

by Kevin Didio, manager of the Bulleit Frontier Whiskey Experience
at Stitzel-Weller:

“Now more than ever, consumers are taking the time to educate themselves about whiskey and with that, we’re
seeing more and more people visiting the Kentucky Bourbon Trail.

"We opened the Bulleit Frontier Whiskey Experience at Stitzel-Weller just over a year ago and during that time
frame, (we) have seen increased attendance every month.

"We expect this to continue into 2016 and look forward to hosting more whiskey fans when they visit Louisville.”

MAKEUP MAKEUP 

by Sarah Boylan, a makeup artist:

"We’ll all be going with the glow in 2016. Makeup and skin care are predicted to be all about natural brows and
healthy, beautiful complexions.
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"The less-is-more look could be finished off with a bold lip that changes for the season. I suggest dark red or
black cherry for colder months, then bright coral or purple for warmer months.

"My message in make-up for the year ahead: Mix it up and try something new.”

COFFEE AND TEACOFFEE AND TEA

by Chuck Slaughter, marketing and technology manager, Heine Brothers' Coffee:

”In 2015, we have seen an increased interest in alternative milks – not
just by vegans, but by all sorts of people. Soy has been a mainstay for
years, and we've had almond milk for a while, too. In 2016, I think
we're going to see an even bigger interest, and in other milks –
coconut, macadamia nut, even hemp milk. These each have unique
flavors that could go really well in different coffees and espresso
drinks.

"Broader tea options are also increasingly on people's mind – 2016
we're making a Red Velvet Tea Latte, which uses a delicious Vanilla
Rooibos. We've seen an increased interest in people wanting to know
more about the coffee – not just the roast profile but about the
cooperative that farmer belongs to and about who is picking the

beans.”

HAIRHAIR

by Miss Janet Weeden, hair stylist:

“In 2016, blonde need not be only golden anymore. There’s no need to be natural. Pastel lavender, mint green,
baby pink and rose gold tones have opened up a whole new world of color. And it's not just for punky teens
anymore. All I know is blondes have more fun and now (there are) many more tones to choose from.

"Darker jewel tones will continue to evolve, too. I predict longer hair, bigger hair, geometric cuts and crimping.
Grunge meets disco! Fashion mirrors world events.

"With 'Star Wars' back in our consciousness, maybe there'll be more extreme contrast ombré and alien flat iron
lines.”

PROPERTYPROPERTY

by Keren Benabou, Realtor:

“2015 was a great year in real estate and 2016 looks to be the best year since the economy collapsed in 2008. I
think in 2016 we’ll see an increase in home sales and home prices at a 3 percent appreciation. New construction
will keep growing as well, due to the supply shortage we had in 2015.

"While many like to call it a seller’s market or a buyer’s market, I believe 2016 will be anyone and everyone's
market. Prices are still good, interest rates are still fairly low, and the demand for new houses, old houses,
rentals and investment properties keep growing. Last but not least, we will see a market that will be more and
more driven by technology. Nothing will replace the importance of having a Realtor, but websites and apps will
make the search – and the whole process – easier.”
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